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Traditional methods of visual assessment of the degree of ripeness of the olives have strong application limits. The aim of this work was to identify indices directly related to the biochemical maturation of the fruit and that they are potentially object to predictive models of ripening. 
The drupes of typical Tuscan cultivars, Frantoio and Moraiolo, from different microclimate are be tested weekly from September to December for measuring the chemical and physical indices of ripening. 
The chemical analysis has aim to assess components of olive-related quality of extra virgin olive oil, such as sugar by enzyme immunoassay, oil by Soxhlet method, phenolic compounds by HPLC and water content. The physical analysis has aim to define the traditional visual assessment of the degree of ripeness of the olives by maturity index. 
Optimal harvest time coincides when the fruit is able to simultaneously satisfy two requirements: high oil yield and suitable quality characteristics.
As a result of the biochemical phenomenon of oil formation in olive fruits, sugar concentration during ripening was shown to follow a sigmoidal decrease trend around a minimum value. This trend resulted to be the cause of an opposite sigmoidal increase in the oil content. Oleuropein and Oleuropein aglycone are the most representative  phenolic molecules: their contents during ripening showed a decreasing trend. 
The optimum time of harvest coincides when the trends of sugar and oil are stable, immediately to avoid losing too phenolic compounds. 
From the results obtained can be considered as optimal time harvest time when the fruit is able to simultaneously satisfy two requirements: high and stable oil content and low and stable sugar content. Once reached this maturation stability it is possible to harvest according to the desired phenolic content.

